The Detail - Stratford-upon-Avon & Warwick Quiz Trails
Quiz Trail – The quiz sheet contains a mix of approximately 30 historical, observational and fun
questions in the 90' trail. There is the option of a shorter 60' trail. Some clues to the answers
are more obvious than others so keep your eyes peeled and look high and low! It is not a race
so teams can enjoy the scenery, stop and take photos and pop into the tourist shops whilst
walking round.
There is the option to add extra activities as shown on the website which are subject to venue
availability and extra cost.
Teams – Of two up to six works best. Solo quizzers can go round on their own, or there may be
the option to join a team – please ask at the time of booking.
Disabilities/Pushchairs - There are a few gentle gradients on the trails which are manageable
for pushchairs with the option of alternative routes to avoid any steps whilst still giving access
to all the clues. Both trails are suitable for manual wheelchair users with assistance, but due to
a couple of narrow footpaths in Warwick only the Stratford trail is suitable for electric
wheelchairs.
When booking, please advise at the time if there are any pushchairs or wheelchair users so
that a copy of the detour notes can be given out on the day.
Meeting Point – Your host gives a short introduction regarding the trail, advising on any points
that need to be taken into consideration such as steps, toilets etc. Teams usually return to the
same venue at the end of the trail for scoring with the option to purchase a well-earned drink!
Smoking – By law all venues have a policy of no smoking.
Food & Drink - All extra drinks and food can be ordered and paid for directly to the venue. We
are happy to help with putting forward venues for a light bite or meal. Please contact us to
chat through in more detail and we can put forward some suggestions.
Start & Finish Times - So as not to keep other teams waiting please turn up on time. Quiz trails
will start approximately 15 minutes after the meeting up time. If unable to join in or delayed
please text your host to advise. Teams set off at two to three minute staggered intervals so if
running a few minutes late there is still time to join in. If a team returns more than two hours
after their start time without advising the host, the host has the right to start scoring the quiz
sheets and exclude that team from the prize giving.
Private Groups – Maximum number is ideally 50 to 60 although parties as large as 90 have also
been booked so please ask and an appropriate meeting venue can be put forward to cater for
large numbers. Ideally maximum number of teams is 10 to keep staggered team set-off times
to a minimum so teams are not waiting too long before setting off and at the end for scoring.
The minimum value of bookings is £50.00 for a quiz trail to go ahead. Available seven days a
week To ensure everywhere is open when booking a private quiz trail the earliest start time is
10am and latest start time is 3pm (2pm in winter).
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Ideal for birthdays, hen do’s, visitors, team-building or just wanting an enjoyable walk whilst
getting to know so much more about the history of Stratford-upon-Avon or Warwick town
centres.
Attire - The trail involves 90 minutes of walking outdoors and as there are some gentle
gradients, flat, comfortable shoes/boots are recommended. And don’t forget to bring an
umbrella and waterproof if rain forecast, and suntan lotion and sunglasses for sunny days.
Toilets - Free public toilet locations are highlighted on the quiz trail sheet.
Children – All ages are welcome but the trails are best suited for children aged 7-16 who can
join in looking for the answers with adult assistance in the 90’ trail. We recommend the 60’
trail if there are lots of children aged 9 and under. All children aged 18 and under must be
accompanied by an adult (over 21) and are the sole responsibility of that adult. Groups of
school children must be accompanied by the appropriate number of school staff and/or
parents.
Safety - All participants are responsible for their own safety. Please use pedestrian walkways
at all times. Cross the roads using zebra crossings and at traffic lights wherever possible,
checking there is no oncoming traffic before stepping onto the road. We cannot be held
responsible for accident or injury to life or limb incurred whilst on this or any other Trivia Trail.
Nor can we be held responsible for the loss or damage to personal belongings or vehicles.
Internet –This is a fun team quiz so please work together as a team to find the answers to all
the questions. Any team reported to the host as being seen using ipads, mobile phones or
other internet devices to source the answers will have 10 points deducted from their final
score! Taking photos with your mobile is fine.
Dogs - Are allowed subject to the meeting venue's approval. The Mercure Shakespeare hotel
where we usually meet is fine with dogs as long as they are kept on a lead and are quiet. Dogs
are not permitted inside three or four venues included on the trails but other team members
can look for the answers to these questions whilst the dog owner waits outside for a couple of
minutes.
Getting Here - By road Stratford-upon-Avon and Warwick are a few minutes’ drive from
Junction 15, each with a train station a 10 minute walk from the town centre.
Parking - There is pay and display parking on the roads but time slots are usually limited from
30 minutes – 2 hours so best to head for one of the pay & display car parks which are advised
when the format of the trail is emailed in the reply to an enquiry. Average cost is £1.20 per
hour.
Disabled Parking - No charge for drivers displaying a Disabled Badge in town centre council car
parks.
Accommodation - There are plenty of hotels and B&B’s to choose from located in the town
centre and surrounding villages. Please ask if you would like suggestions.
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Cancellation Policy – Payments are non-refundable due to no-shows, or late arrival for the
confirmed start time. Cancellations more than seven days prior to the booking date will receive
a 100% (or less to cover payment charges) refund. If Trivia Trails cancels the booking at any
time the booker will receive 100% refund.
If the event is cancelled with mutual agreement by Trivia Trails and the booker due to adverse
weather conditions the booker will receive a full refund less any costs incurred for extra
activities, or if preferred a credit note to reschedule for another day.
Trivia Trails are great fun for exploring, learning, sharing, laughing, all-in-all a memorable and
social activity for all ages. Enjoy!

This document may be subject to change at any time.
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